5.

Hang art at eye level
Art is best viewed at eye level. If you have paintings around a room, don’t line them
up by the top or bottom of the paintings, but rather by the eye line. The average
rule for eye lines is 145cm (57 inches) and your eye line should line up with the
middle or focal point of the artwork.
When you’re hanging art above a sofa or side table, a rough rule is to leave one
hand’s width above the sofa. For groups of paintings, position the largest piece first,
then the others around it.

4.

Create
a symphony

When there’s a whole wall to fill,
consider clustering art together in what
I call a salon wall. The first step is to
select the largest image and then
decide what will work in harmony with
it. Arrange the artworks on the floor to
get a sense of the composition that will
work best.
A bare hallway can be converted into a
gallery wall. Create a unified sense of
space by using consistent picture
frames. You should be able to stand far
enough back to take in the whole
image. If the hallway is narrow, choose
smaller works.

7.

Hang your works
like a maestro
If you want your walls to look superb,
engage a professional to hang your art.
Professional hanging techniques use
two small hooks at either end of a
frame, not the hook and wire that’s
used in the average home. This makes
all the difference! A picture that’s hung
well will hold firm, unlike a string that
will need to be straightened up every
time someone brushes past it.

6.

A frame
sets the tone
When you buy original art or a limited
edition print, it’s worth investing in
professional framing to show it off. A
simple print can look sensational with
the right picture frame and mount. The
style of frame, traditional or modern,
should be guided by your home and
personal style.

8.

Don’t
wait!
Without beauty, a space will decay.
When your home is delightfully
decorated, youcherish and protect it.
Don’t waste time waiting until you live
somewhere bigger, or the kids are older.
Start now! It’s your home, my darling,
make it sing!
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